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About This Game

Описание
Почувствуй весь кайф приключений, мать его, Джони и очутись в шкуре этого отбитого парня, который ради лучшего

друга вступил своими пятками в это дерьмо и оказался на дне нашего бренного мира.
Особенности

Пиксельная графика!

Создай свой бизнес!

Креативная идея!

Почувствуй это дерьмо!
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Title: H.I.S.T.O.R.Y T.O.R.C.H.K.A
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Legalase studio
Publisher:
!Lim studio
Release Date: 29 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP/vista/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: Intel

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 70 MB available space

English,Russian
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history torchka 2. history torchka

Cute, fun little platformer.. love it.

worth getting it ? = yes

u like wallpapers = yes

u like moving wallpapers = yes

love it so much gj guys on this :). Fun, fast paced gameplay. But throughtout the time that I played I could not find one online
player.. If I could sum up my thoughts about this game in one word, it would be PogChamp. Super neat little puzzle game that
takes some careful thinking and observation to beat within an hour. Love the work Escailty Games is doing and I can't wait for
them to put the s in Games!

Easter Egg: Make the apple on the desk as large as possible and watch as it violates the First Law of Thermodynamics :). This is
an interesting game.. It's not THAT awful but still... you can get better for free. Worst 8-bit game ever.. Wish I had more time
for gaming, need to put atleast 200 more hours into this beauty. One of the best passion projects I've enjoyed, Arcen humbly
stuck by it through thick and thin and provides you with a colossal sum of gameplay for a price that is borderline piracy. These
guys and their community that helped them deserve every penny.

Hard is the difficulty you want to stick to in order to really see the beauty of the game and all the enemies at full effect...and
"Misery" is aptly named. The difficulty scaling in this game is quite finely tuned so that you can build your skill to the genre and
progress. Awesome for them to provide that.

Love the new music tracks and the Paladin\/Zephyr. Thanks a lot for the ex-pack.. It a fun hard puzzling game and VERY! long
with strong enimees and also multipule weopens THE grapple hook and gun! its action packed and an exploring adventure game.
For any into Psycho-pass I recommend you to play this a really great complement to the anime.

Mostly just reading and listening to the great voice acting that comes in now and again also once in a blue moon you get some
choices you need to do.

Recommend playing as both characters to get the full story if you are into that.
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Game shows promise, but it's glitchy as anything and there really isn't much content. For the price tage I'd say, give it a miss.

It's a fun twin stick shooter with cool RPG elements, but you'll find yourself maxed out in no time and out of new things to do
within an hour. The game then devolves into repeating the mini game sover and over for no real reason.. Rescue Team and
Rescue Team 2 are so similar that I've copy\/pasted nearly my review for Rescue Team here.

Rescue Team 2 puts you in charge of a team sent to rescue and rebuild islands destroyed by natural causes. You have to achieve
objectives per level, with a higher bonus if you finish it before a certain time.

Workers can collect ressources: food, wood, gold and a new one, fuel (used for choppers and boats). They can also repair
buildings. Some of them are producing these ressources: diners give food, sawmills give wood, houses give gold and refineries
give fuel. Others are objectives. Finally, you have docks and an helipad. Docks are used to save people or to collect floating
wood or fish and helipads to save people (yep) and to extinguish fires. Workers can also repair the roads or remove obstacles. If
you need more workers, they can be found sometimes trapped on the map.

A new building, apart for the fuel, is also present: hospital. Thanks to it, you can heal citizens or workers that were injured and
are blocking the roads. Medics can be stuck too but never injured. Citizens are healed against gold.

A new feature is meteors coming to block your road or to destroy your buildings. Another natural phenomenon destroys your
bridges or highways bridges: earthquakes. You're quite warned by it and you have a few seconds to react. However, I've learned
that if you're assigning people to go ahead before it's destroyed, the event is delayed for some seconds. I've also noticed that
there is a trigger in the level for these events. For example, the docks being repaired triggered the earthquake, meaning that the
bridge that you've build just to access them will be destroyed.

As for the first game, the goal of the money collected by finishing a level is to repair your own house.

Like the previous entry, the game is very enjoyable but also challenging as sometimes, you'll be really just in time if you're
aiming for a gold statue. It's due to the fact that workers, once they did an action, return to the base, which isn't allowing
planning ahead. Each second lost by this simple fact is important. They didn't address this problem in Rescue Team 2, though,
the next game did.

Nothing changes from the first game: the graphics are still colorful and nice. The soundtrack is also nice.

Rescue Team 2 isn't still as complex though the new ressource allow a step in difficulty, like the natural events and the injured
citizens. But the fact that you can't plan ahead is still being heavy on the gameplay, though I'm pretty sure you can enjoy some
of the levels, very hard to finish before losing the gold time. If you've enjoyed Rescue Team, this one will also satisfy you.
. Nice game i played for cards.. so sexy♥♥♥♥♥so much. If you're planning to buy this game for it's HDR capabilities, you
should stay away from it. It doesn't properly work and constantly boots you out of the game in between races. Game also should
run much better given the graphics that it displays. Would not recommend; instead just grab Sega Rally Revo or Dirt 4.. Too
EPIC!!!
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